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AUGMENTED REALITY

Researchers use Augmented Reality (AR) technology to uncover
interesting organisms and processes you may not otherwise see!
While Virtual Reality immerses you entirely into a digital world,
AR overlays digital information onto the real environment.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The EcoMobile smartphone app combines
two forms of technology to enhance
ecosystem exploration: probes and
smartphones.
Using probes in the water (left), students
collect real-time data like pH, temperature,
and oxygen levels.
Location-based AR helps students find
“hotspots” in the pond’s environment.
Through the app, they can collect even
more information about the pond, answer
questions, and share their findings with
other students.

WHAT LIES BENEATH
Curious about the creatures that live in
your neighborhood pond or the trees
around you? EcoMobile uncovers
interesting things about the natural
environment that aren’t obvious. This
“virtual x-ray vision” lets us see
microscopic pond life up close, or carbon
atoms moving through photosynthesis!

AR helps us learn about things we can't see!

THE BOTTOM LINE

APP DEVELOPERS WITH A PURPOSE
Chris Dede and Tina Grotzer are educators at Harvard University
who are passionate about harnessing technology to improve
education, learning, and student understanding. They use
augmented and virtual reality technologies to create games and
apps, like EcoMobile, to help students learn about science. Their
work shows that EcoMobile enhances student understanding
compared to a regular field trip alone, and even more so
when combined with experiences in a virtual ecosystem.

SEE MORE:
Psst...This Bits & Bytes feature contains hidden links!
When the mouse changes from a to a
, ,
click on the content to learn more.

CHRIS DEDE
Spending time with family,
playing video games

TINA GROTZER
Spending time with family,
kayaking, reading

TYPES OF AR

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Location-based

How could you use EcoMobile in
your community?

uses a GPS to determine what AR
content you find or get in a certain
area

What examples of AR have you
used? How did that enhance
your experience?

Marker-Based
requires a special visual object, like
a QR code, and a camera to scan it,

Projection- based
What other applications could
you utilize AR?

projecting light onto a surface to
create an image, like a hologram

BEYOND GAMING
Researchers are using AR for a wide range of applications to improve
technology, education, medicine, and defense.
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TRY IT OUT
Create and code your own augmented
reality game with Vidcode!
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Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of
the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
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https://bit.ly/2DEhjzj
https://bit.ly/2K0nfX1
https://bit.ly/2GWzJO6
https://bit.ly/2Ra6GuA
https://cnn.it/2ooZgVj
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https://bit.ly/2EIZHaw
https://bit.ly/2R6uGyC
https://bit.ly/2yZAulT
https://bit.ly/2Je4oYt
https://clic.gse.harvard.edu
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